
 

 

The Cloak 

 

May  2024 

 

 

May the 4th 

 

Zoom 04/06/2024 

For this week's Zoom, it was "Fine 

the next clue" night. We watch 

ST:DISCO S5:E01 "Red Directive". 

Then we watched ST:DISCO S5:E02 

"Under the Twin Moons". It was a 

nice turnout for our Zoom. We had 

7 Crew members and 5 guests for 

this event. Thanks to all that made 

this a fun. 

 

Eclipse 04/08/2024 

At least 32 million people across 

America will find themselves in the 

path of a total solar eclipse, where 

the moon will completely block the 

sun in what will be the last of its 

kind in the U.S. until 2044. The USS 

Indianapolis had a Cookout to 

watch the Total Eclipse. We had 5 

crewmembers and 3 guests for this 

special day. Today is also the last 

day of Adar and tonight is the first 

day of the month of Nisan the 

month of miracles, Passover, 

deliverance, and freedom from 

every enemy!! 

 

 

April Meeting 04/13/2024 

April's Meeting (2024) was at Pizza 

Hut. For our fourth meeting of the 

year. We had 6 crewmembers and 

1 guest in attendance.  

 

We had a few trivia contests, and 

we signed a get-well card for 

Robert Jackson. It was Mouse's 

birthday. Everyone had a wonderful 

time. As for Pizza Hut, the service 

was no were to be found. We 

waited 45 minutes before they took 

our orders. Then came back 10 

minutes later. Told us, our orders 

will be 20 to 30 minutes before 

they serviced us. they just got a 30-

pizza order over the phone. So, we 

canceled our orders, finished our 

meeting and left. 

Zoom 04/13/2024 

For this week's Zoom, it was "Fine 

the next clue" night. We watch 

ST:DISCO S5:E03 "Jinaal". Then we 

watched ST: TNG S6:E04 "Relics". It 

was a nice turnout for our Zoom. 

We had 8 Crew members and 4 

guests for this event. Thanks to all 

that made this a fun. 

 

Zoom 04/20/2024 

For this week's Zoom, it was "Fine 

the next clue" night. We watch 

ST:DISCO S5:E04 "Face the 

Strange". Then we watched ST: VOY 

S5:E02 "Drone". It was a nice 

turnout for our Zoom. We had 7 

Crew members and 4 guests for this 

event. Thanks to all that made this 

a fun. 

 

 



 

 

Zoom 04/27/2024 

For this week's Zoom, it was "Fine 

the next clue" night. We watch 

ST:DISCO S5:E05 "Mirrors". Then 

we watched ST: VOY S5:E20 "Think 

Tank". It was a nice turnout for our 

Zoom. We had 8 Crew members 

and 4 guests for this event. Thanks 

to all that made this a fun. 

 

Crew Birthdays 

 

Timo Johnson 05/14 

Prayers Much Needed 

 

Robert is still in the Hospital So 

please keep him in your prayers. 

 

 

Bible Verse 

 

Name the Episode 

 

Health Facts 

 

Name the Movie 

 

Happy Mother’s Day 

 

 

Memorial Day 

 

Svengoolie 

We have planned a vicious variety 

of horror for you this month- 

leading off with a film based on a 

story from the creator of Tarzan, 

Edgar Rice Burroughs — The Land 

That Time Forgot — with Doug 

McClure finding himself and the 

wartime crew of a submarine in a 

strange savage world, complete 

with prehistoric men and 

dinosaurs! Then, for fans of the 

classic Universal films, we will be 

presenting a visit to the House of 

Frankenstein — the 1944 film that 

followed Frankenstein Meets the 

Wolf Man, and stars Boris Karloff, 

not as the Monster (Glenn Strange 

takes on that role, for the first time) 

but as a mad scientist out to 

continue the work of Dr. 

Frankenstein, while running afoul 

of Count Dracula (John Carridine) 

and Larry Talbot — the Wolf Man! 

Another vampire is up to “bat” next 

— as William Marshall returns to 

the character of Prince 

Mamuwalde, a victim of the original 

vampire count, who (much like 

Larry Talbot) seeks to find release 

from his cursed existence via 

voodoo in Scream Blacula Scream 

— featuring Pam Grier! Our final 



 

 

film for May is similar to House of 

Frankenstein in that it has a roster 

of many famous monsters — but 

this time it’s kaiju creatures — 

Godzilla, Rodan, King Ghidora, and 

Mothra, among others — who are 

safely situated on a protected 

island until alien invaders free them 

to attack the world once again! This 

was originally going to be the last 

Godzilla movie — well, we know 

how that went. So, in a way, the 

month begins and ends with 

dinosaur-like creatures — with a 

center filling of vampires, plus the 

added ingredients of additional 

monsters. 

 

Fun in May 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Links 

USS Indianapolis website 

http://ussindy1945.com/ 

USS Indianapolis Facebook Page 

https://www.facebook.com/uss.ind

ianapolis/ 

USS Indianapolis Facebook Group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups

/507255336128651/ 

USS Indianapolis Zoom Room 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/267272

1233 

SFC Website 

https://starfleet-command.com/ 

SFC Facebook Group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups

/SFCQ1 
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